Dear fellow roboticists,

The Southern California Robotics Symposium—taking place on Thursday and Friday, September 22-23, 2022, at UCLA in Los Angeles, CA—will provide SoCal roboticists with the opportunity to network and create lasting partnerships over research presentations and discussions.

Participants are invited to submit proposals to lead interactive robotic demos / art / performances during Friday’s closing ceremony. In contrast to conventional robotics research conferences and in keeping with the symposium’s theme of “Real solutions to real problems impacting real people,” we will be selecting a small number of highly interactive human-centric demos / art / performances.

**Submission**

- **Proposal:** A maximum of one page of text, two pages total (with figures), including:
  1. Title for the interactive robotics demo / art / performance
  2. List of organizers and their contact information (indicate primary contact)
  3. Abstract (200 words maximum) summarizing the proposed demo or performance
  4. Detailed description of the event highlighting interactive elements
  5. Required equipment/infrastructure and logistics

- **Format:** IEEE style recommended, PDF format, size 10pt font
- **Submission:** Please email your submission to scr2022@ucla.edu with the subject line “Interactive Robotics Demos / Art / Performances”. For additional information, please see the Interactive Robotics Demos / Art / Performances Section on the SCR2022 official website.

**Submission Dates**

- **September 2:** Interactive robotics demos / art / performances submission deadline. Acceptances will be sent out shortly after the deadline.

Up-to-date information about the symposium can be found at the official website.